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Hello and welcome 
to the second 
issue of the Olivia 
May newspaper; 
also know as The 
Autumn Edit! With 
Summer behind us 
and Autumn now in 
the air, its time to 
explore what we’ve

been up to here at Olivia May and what’s 
to come this season! From Halloween 
themes to inspirational visuals, and a first 
look at our festive favourites, we’ve got you 
wrapped up cosy and ready to go this 
Winter. With our Oxford boutique and 
Cheshire showroom now beaming with lots 
of fresh stock, our expert stylists are on 
hand to offer the latest tips on Winter 
layering and how to create a capsule 
wardrobe. Which gives us the chance to 
introduce the launch of our exclusive 
private 1-2-1 Styling Sundays within 
Oxford.
 Not only have we had the opportunity to 
create outfits with current designers but 
we’ve introduced some fabulous new 
designers to the mix, including; Niu, 
Hannoh Wessel, Oblique, Akaaro and 
Anett Rostel. 
 You will also have the chance to grab 
discounts from the most luxurious places 
to visit in Cheshire including Hale Country 
Club and Spa. 
 So sit back, relax and we hope you 
enjoy reading The Autumn Edit, just as 
much as we enjoyed 
creating it!

Yours, Olivia May
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THE FALL FIX
 The new season is now in full swing, and it is the time to get your wardrobe organised to make sure you have all the key pieces you need to get you 
through the colder months! Here at Olivia May our expert stylists have created an Autumn/Winter capsule wardrobe containing all the key pieces you need 
this season.  STYLE NOTES: A classic turtle-neck - in a good cut and high quality fabric, is a must-have for your Winter wardrobe. Not only because they 
are amazing for layering, but to wear, simply with a pair of relaxed fit trousers or jeans and an oversized coat, complete the look with a casual shoe. 

LAYERED LOOKS - OUR LATEST TIPS

The staple trouser and coat - A 
smart but simple trouser is 
essential when creating a chic and 
stylish AW18 look. Combine your 
trousers with a staple long duster 
length coat, or even better, invest in 
a reversible coat which will give you a 
chance to create a couple of different 
looks, without the need to buy more 
than one coat this season. 

A crisp white shirt - An essential 
piece to have in your wardrobe. Wear 
leisurely, tucked into a pair of jeans, 
under a relaxed knitted cardigan with 
a pair of slip on pumps or trainers. 
Or, tuck your white shirt into a pair of 
straight black trousers with an over-
sized coat and heeled shoe to create 
a formal look. The look is chic and 
stylish, perfect for the office.

The perfect pair of jeans - A 
brilliantly versatile piece to have in 
your wardrobe for every season, but 
for the AW18, dress down with a pair 
of trainers, basic striped top and a 
leather jacket. For an evening out, 
style with a turtle-neck jumper and a 
pair of heeled boots. Layer up for the 
colder Winter nights with an 
oversized fur textured coat and 
chunky scarf.
Typically known as ‘The Little Black 
Dress’, what’s important is that your 
staple black dress should create the 
best possible silhouette for your 
shape. If you are tall and have a slim 
frame, a straight dress is ideal. Style 
with a heavy knit jumper over the top 
to create the look of a skirt and 
jumper. Add a heel to give the dress 
a lift or wear casually with a slip-on 
pump. Whatever the look be sure to 
make a statement.
Shop new collections in store or online at 
www.oliviamay.org

THE CLASSIC TURTLE NECK

THE STAPLE TROUSER & COAT THE WHITE SHIRT

THE BLACK DRESSA PERFECT PAIR OF JEANS THE STAPLE TROUSER & COAT

Moyuru black / grey straight pinstripe trousers, Malloni asfalto 
hierophis contrasting net mix coat, Rundholz Black Label white 
wide shirt with large pocket, Kennel & Schmenger schwarz 
suede boot style heels

Niu high waisted jeans, Crea Concept dark green stretch jersey 
long sleeved top, TM Collection sycamor cardigan classy, Malloni 
nero scorpius wool mix coat, Rundholz Black Label mocca 
lightweight sheer scarf, Kennel & Schmenger army heeled suede 
ankle boot with zip

Malloni asfalto hierophis contrasting net mix coat, Anett Rostel 
black fluffy long sleeved asymmetric jumper, Moyuru grey 
tailored trousers with turned up hem, Kennel & Schmenger 
schwarz suede boot style 

Umit Unal black trousers with button up detail from hem, Anett 
Rostel black long sleeved flared knitted jumper, Malloni asfalto 
hierophis contrasting net mix coat, Rundholz Black Label 
anthra large mix fabric scarf, Lofina fumo slip on pumps

A.B Barbara Garofalo blu sleeveless pinafore style dress, A.B 
Barbara Garofalo canapa orca long length basic striped top, 
Rundholz Mainline khaki wet look jacket with button up front, 
Lofina gasoline perla slip on pumps

Umit Unal anthracite ankle grazer trousers with check print, A.B Barbara Garofalo orca funnel neck pullover jumper, Lofina gasoline 
fumo slip on pumps
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INTRODUCING THIS 
SEASON

 Here at Olivia May we are always looking for new 
and exciting designers to add to our collection. 
This season we have introduced Niu, an Italian 
designer. Each collection recalls and reflects the 
experience of a journey; for their AW18 collection 
the inspiration is Moroccan themed. Niu style 
takes  inspiration from the landscapes, colours, 

perfumes and traditions of magical places. This all 
translates into bold combinations including printed 
cottons, silks, ethnic wools and jacquards. These 
mixtures of yarns also represent the 
mixtures of stories that weave together to 
generate an all-Italian-made total look.

NIU

Autumn Clouds is inspired by the bright colours 
and patterns from the Niu and TM collections. 
Oxford photographer Aurelija Karaliunaite 
jumped at the opportunity to shoot some of her 
personal favourites of the season. She added 
an artistic twist of colourful smoke. When 
combined with the bold textures and prints, this 
resulted in a playful shoot which highlighted the 
colours throughout the collections further - 
giving even the rainiest Autumn day a cosy and 
cheerful vibe! 
Shop new collections in store or online at
www.oliviamay.org

AUTUMN CLOUDS
Model wears: TM Collection atlantic deep / black 
cardigan classy, prune / wild aster jumper bell long 
turtle, sycamor rouge leafs mary dress

Model wears: TM Collection multicolour dress 
poppy mild forest, jet set top key turtle neck, 
sycamor trousers elba

Model wears: TM Collection multicolour shirt 
simple ginko, multicolour trousers capri chestnut, 
antique moss vest kimono

Model wears: Niu sapphire printed bomber jacket, night 
blue sheer wool turtle neck knitwear, amber wide leg 
charlie trousers with fold over hem

Model wears: Niu amber trench coat, alabaster round neck knitwear jumper, 
amber long high waisted streight trousers

Model wears: Niu sapphire printed bomber jacket, night blue sheer 
wool turtle neck knitwear, amber wide leg charlie trousers with fold 
over hem
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INSPIRATION: IT GIRL OF 
THE 70’s BIANCA JAGGER

 It’s no surprise that the popular 
fashions of the early 1970’s continue to 
emerge decade after decade - 
inspiring looks of reinvented tie dye 
shirts, peasant blouses, 
folk-embroidered tops, bell-bottoms, 
midi-length skirts and ankle length 
maxi dresses. We pay tribute to the 
reigning queen of the Studio 54 scene 
Bianca Jagger - known for her 
ability to effortlessly style masculine 
tailoring and sleek disco glam. We 
couldn’t wait to focus our attention 
on the AW18 collections of Malloni 
and Oblique Creations (new to us this 
season!) which embody the statement 

of the 70’s era. Both brands’ use out-
standing quality fabrics but are 
complemented by strong tailored lines 
and luxury polished looks.
We had so much fun recreating this 
iconic and feel-good look. 
Fancy reviving your inner Jagger? Add 
chunky footwear and a bold lip. 
Looking for something softer? Try the 
shirt paired with soft leathers or dark 
corduroy. 

 Head to our website to shop the full 
collections now – the hardest part will 
be trying to fit inside the wardrobe 
before the husband arrives home! 
 

OUR MUST HAVES THIS SEASON

1)

4)

5)

3)2)

LES OURS

“A true statement tunic with 
plenty of stand out details – 

What’s not to love!”
KERRY - PHOTOGRAPHER

LES FILLES D’AILLEURS

“We adore the chic tailoring and 
classic print, it brings any outfit 

together”
EMMA - PR & EVENTS

A.B BARBARA GAROFALO

“A.B. always use the most 
luxurious, pure and natural 
fabrics in their collections”
EMMY - FASHION INTERN

EWA I WALLA

“A must have due to its 
versatility, perfect for the 

transitional months”
JODIE - BUSINESS MANAGER 

ELEMENTE CLEMENTE

“Appears simple, but features 
a unique waterfall drape that’s 
adds subtle intrigue to an outfit”

CLARE - OPERATIONS

Model wears: 1) Oblique Creations 
white printed shirt with cut out sleeves, 
2) Malloni nero bilbao tie belt, 
3) Malloni nero clesi wide fit trousers 
with pleat, 4) Oblique Creations black 
tailored jacket with leather pane, 
5) Lofina gasoline luna b lace up biker 
style boots

STYLE NOTES: Want to make a real 
statement? Wear with Oblique 
Creations black tailored jacket with 
leather pane for a more masculine 
‘biker’ look.
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HAUNTINGLY CHIC
Inspired by the dark aesthetic of Rundholz AW18 focusing on the 
heavy structures, textures and details, creating a somber vibe 

Get prepped for the Autumn haze with these key pieces

PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE
MODEL: OLIVIA KNIGHT
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: KERRY JAMES
LOCATION: DUNHAM ON THE HILL, CHESHIRE

Model wears: Xenia 
Design black sheer 
mesh top with polo 
neck, Anett Rostel 
black fluffy long sleeved 
asymmetric jumper, 
Rundholz Black Label 
black tiered netted midi 
skirt

Model wears: Rundholz Black 
Label black padded jacket with 
button front, black bubble skirt 
with elasticated waist band

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label mocca 
print sheer netted jacket, vert print half waist-
coat with tie back, vert lightweight sheer 
scarf, vert print long drop crotch trousers

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
vert print asymmetric jacket with net 
trim, vert print jersey midi skirt with 
net underlay
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Model wears: Rundholz Black Label vert wide 
fur scarf, mocca print loose fitting sheer netted 
top, vert print loose fitting wool mix jumper, 
black stone drop crotch denim trousers

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label mocca 
print sheer netted jacket, vert print half waist-
coat with tie back, vert lightweight sheer 
scarf, vert print long drop crotch trousers

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
vert print oversized tunic, vert midi 
faux fur coat with pockets, vert full 
length basic leggings with raw hem
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EVENT FOLLOW UP
CHESHIRE: AUTUMN WINTER 
18’ SHOWCASE

OXFORD: THE REAL WOMEN’S FASHION SHOW

“A rainbow of bold colours and prints”
            estled in the heart of Cheshire, our Olivia May showroom offers the perfect 
            environment in a private and exclusive space for our ladies to experience our clothing.                                                        
............What better way to kick off the season than with an evening showcasing the highly-
anticipated collections of Autumn / Winter 18/19.

 Our guests relished in the plentiful refreshments of prosecco and canapés as they opened their 
goody bags filled with a 1-2-1 styling voucher, exclusive discounts and gifts as well as a handy 
notepad and pen for jotting down any of their favourite pieces from the presentation. The 
evening was a real chance to appreciate the designers up close and personal. Our guests delved 
into the rails which offered romantic styles, casual comfort, casual luxury, tailoring and Avant 
Garde set amongst treasures of jewellery and accessories for those finishing touches.

 It was a great chance for our Cheshire team 
to introduce themselves, including 
Managing Director; Ann Whorrall who gave 
background to some of the buying 
experiences of the designers this season. 
 As our model’s final touches were applied 
and all were seated, we began taking 
everyone through five key categories filled 
with complete outfits and looks to take you 
through both Autumn and Winter. We 
concentrated on Winter warmers, romantic 
looks, new designers, Rundholz (included 
exclusively for the night!) and of course 
Christmas party inspired looks and occasion 
wear. 
 Winter Warmers demonstrated how to 
master layering pieces together for a stylish 
and practical yet versatile look including bold 

Crea Concept textures, comfortable Mama 
B, prints from Gershon Bram and strong 
shapes typical of Moyuru. Transitioning into 
the more whimsical romantic styles of Ewa I 
Walla and Les Ours. These followed the 
layering story but included more ruffles, 
polka dots and beautiful floral prints in much 
softer colours for the season. We loved the 
drawn-in waists with full tiered skirts. 
 The first new designer presented was NIU, 
whose inspiration is ‘a journey’, in particu-
lar Morocco for their AW18 collection – the 
rainbow of bold colours and prints acquired 
significant praise and guests could see how 
pieces could be worn individually as a 
statement or clashed together. 
High quality was seen from another new 
designer this season; Akaaro. An Indian 

designer based in New Delhi with a focus on 
fabrics, including handwoven silks in rich 
colours. Their collection included cropped 
trousers, waistcoats and foiled tops. These 
both sat alongside other new designers to Ol-
ivia May – Hannoh Wessel, Oblique 
Creations and Anett Rostel. 
 We were so excited to showcase our 
favourite pieces of Rundholz’s 3 lines: Dip, 
Mainline and Black Label. The key themes felt 
through the collections this season are dark 
colours of olive, khaki, dark blues and black 
with big tulip shapes and a military feel. We 
combined all 3 of the Rundholz lines to show 
how adaptable and creative the looks could 
be.
 To finish, we had to share the jewel 
colours, velvets and silk fabrics from Xenia 

Design, Les Filles D’Ailleurs and Privatsachen 
– perfect for the festive season. 
 It was a great chance for our visitors, some 
now our friends, to get a more in-depth look 
and feel for the pieces afterwards (thank 
goodness for those notepads!) as many used 
the opportunity to make some purchases 
from the evening. 
 We thoroughly enjoyed the night and we 
hope those who attended did too! If you 
missed out don’t worry – we are already 
planning plenty of similar events later this 
year and in 2019 for you to get involved in. 

Fancy a visit? Book an appt now – The Barns Lane 
End Farm, Kelsall Road, Ashton Hayes, Cheshire, 
CH3 8BH, Tel: 01829 751600

“Conveying Avant Garde layering”

 A leading fashion show for both Oxford 
independent retailers and unique brands for 
both men and women – it was an 
opportunity OM couldn’t resist to show off 
our favourite designer pieces of the Autumn 
Winter 18/19 Collections. Hosted in one of 
Oxford’s leading venues, the BMW / Mini 
event space offered a unique industrial feel 
and lengthy runway.
 Guests were able to enjoy welcome drinks, 
an exclusive goody bag, or VIP bar and 
experience (for those who preferred) with 

freebies from some of the 20 brands who 
showcased including Sloane Range London, 
Ted Baker and John Lewis to name a few. 
As people arrived through the doors, the 
excitement began to rise as the exhibitor 
stands and samples of designer clothing 
could be enjoyed by all. It was so lovely to 
chat with some old and new faces to Olivia 
May, our Oxford team loved answering 
queries, offering styling solutions and 
sharing the excitement in welcoming 
beautiful pieces from Niu & Akaaro new to 

us this season.
 As models, hair and make-up teams and 
stylists prepared final looks backstage, 
everyone took their front row seats to enjoy 
a runway show split into two parts, 
supported with an eclectic mix of house 
beats. We were privileged to be able to open 
the show presenting 12 statement outfits 
which included Moyuru conveying Avant 
Garde layering, Anett Rostel defining how to 
do structured occasion wear, Rundholz with 
its classic heavy dyed textures and of course 

beautiful casual luxury colours of Niu a real 
crowd pleaser!
 It was a joy to be a part of such a unique 
event alongside both long-standing and 
upcoming retail businesses. Thank You to 
those who attended - we already cannot wait 
until next year! 

Visiting Oxford? Call in our boutique and meet the 
team. 31 Little Clarendon Street, Oxford, OX1 2HU, 
Tel: 01865 515336

N
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@oliviamayltd INSTA RECAP

WHAT’S TO COME

O L I V I A  M A Y
SOCIAL

oliviamayltd

@OliviaMayLtd

Olivia May

Olivia May Ltd

Olivia May Oxford

CHESTER
Female Fashion from the 1970s | 1st August - 1st July 2019 | Grosvenor Museum, Grosvenor Street, Chester, CH1 2DD

The 1970s are often called ‘the decade that taste forgot’, but the dresses in this small exhibition show that this was far from true. From minis to midis and 
maxis, in fabrics ranging from cotton and corduroy to polyester and fake leopard-skin, with designs by Ossie Clark, Givenchy and Zandra Rhodes, we

celebrate some of the more subtle pleasures of 1970s fashion.

The Visual Art Open Finalist Exhibition | 26th October - 28th October | Chester Cathedral, St Werburgh Street, Chester, CH1 2DY
Enjoy talent and artistic excellence from a broad variety of mediums and styles. The primary goal of the awards is to inspire, discover and reveal unknown 

artists who are yet to establish their profile, giving them an ultimate platform to share their passion and develop their career within the art sector.

MANCHESTER
Arts Festival | 12th October - 14th October | The Union MMU, 21 Higher Cambridge Street, Manchester, M15 6AD

Join Manchester Metropolitan University and The Union for a free weekend that celebrates all that unites us, and aims to challenge the beliefs and attitudes 
that can lead to discrimination and division.

Manchester Christmas Markets | 9th November - 23rd December | Albert Square, Manchester, M2 5PF
Manchester’s award-winning Christmas Markets 2018 return this winter offering mouth-watering international food, drinks and delicately crafted Yuletide 

gifts in the heart of this buzzing city.

OXFORD
Thame Arts & Literature Festival | 18th October - 21st October | High Street Thame, Oxfordshire, OX9 3DP

Experience a wonderfully varied programme of talks by authors, music performances, art exhibitions, poetry readings, opera, and more. The event takes over 
the gorgeous market town of Thame for the third weekend of October every year, bringing a unique and exciting atmosphere to the town.

LONDON
Diana: Her Fashion Story at Kensington Palace | 24th – 28th February 2019 | Kensington Palace State Apartments, Kensington 

Gardens, London, W8 4PX
Follow the evolution of the Princess’s style with Diana: Her Fashion Story at Kensington Palace.

London Art Fair 2019 at Business Design Centre | 16th – 20th January 2019 | Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, London, N1 0QH
Browse through sculptures, paintings, photographs, ceramics and more at the art fair, which caters for art lovers and collectors of all tastes and levels of 

experience.

COMMENCING 4TH NOVEMBER: STYLING SUNDAYS FOLLOW US
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‘TIS THE SEASON
 Christmas songs are playing, the turkey is 
ordered and mince pies are being demolished, the 
presents are bought (almost!) and it’s the most 
wonderful time of the year - well nearly, until 
you’ve found that perfect party outfit! 
 Don’t worry, we’ve created a selection of elegant 
and inspiring outfits complete with lashings of 
jewel colours to get you sorted this festive 
season. With countless opportunities for dinner 
and drinks with friends, we kept this in mind to 
round up this season’s trends of brushed velvet 
dresses, figure-flattering patterns and structured 
shapes - featuring designers Privatsachen, Out of 
Xile, Malloni, Jayko, Anett Rostel and Xenia 
Design. 
 Set in the stunning, privately-owned Ashfield 
House bordering Greater Manchester, the 

grand and unique 15-bedroomed house is full of 
period personality with a modern twist - the 
perfect backdrop to this seasons’ AW18 rich 
colour palette and textures. 
 We began with the private drinks room complete 
with grand piano. This was the perfect 
complement to the tiered netting of the Rundholz 
skirt and sharp structures of Xenia Design. The 
rich burgundy and deep blues within Privatsachen 
velvets worked magnificently throughout the 
hand-crafted woodwork of the main bar area. 
 Whether you are curvy, top heavy, pear or petite, 
these stylish yet sophisticated looks will make the 
most out of your shape. 

Stay tuned for our festive inspired outfits. Happy 
Shopping! 

Model wears: Xenia Design burgundy structured top with pleated shoulder and zip, Rundholz Black Label black tiered netted midi skirt 
Model wears: Out of Xile port long sleeved quilted 
velvet coat with button front

Model 1 wears: Oblique Creations white printed 
shirt with cut out sleeves, Les Filles D’ailleurs black 
velvet belted wide leg trousers
Model 2 wears: Xenia Design blue structured top 
with pleated shoulder and zip, Oblique Creations 
black long pencil skirt with split and zip

Model wears: Privatsachen pilz sleeveless crushed 
velvet dress, geist contrasting crushed velvet scarf
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Top left 
Model 1 wears:: Malloni multicolour melo sleeveless tunic with cowl neck, multicol-
our melo wide ankle grazer trousers, nero melo wide ankle grazer trousers
Model 2 wears: Anett Rostel teal sleeveless a-line dress with two tone crinkle

Top Right:
Model wears: Malloni nero cubit sheer net top, Xenia Design mauve full length 
patterned double layered skirt, Jayko charcoal knitted off the shoulder faux 
fur cropped top, Xenia Design black sheer mesh top with polo neck, Kennel & 
Schmenger black boot style heels

Bottom Right:
Model Wears: Privatsachen nacht loose midi crushed dress, geist contrasting 
crushed velvet scarf

Stuck for gifts this year? 
Olivia May now offers gift vouchers! 

Available from £20-£200
e-mail us at: ann@oliviamay.org to purchase yours!

PREP FOR THE PARTY SEASON
  Why not visit Hale Country Club & Spa 
who offer world-class health and fitness 
facilities and bespoke spa treatments? 
They boast a truly superb fitness suite, 3 
tennis courts, 6 spa treatment rooms with 
luxurious adjoining champagne bar and 
thermal suite overlooking the stunning 
Cheshire countryside. 

Enjoy & experience: 
- Well-equipped fitness suite – Technogym 

range, dance, spin & yoga studios and over 100 
classes per week 

- Unique pampering options to relax and unwind  
- Sublime thermal suite including hemlock 

sauna, zen steam room, fire & ice, salt cave, 25m 
heated indoor and outdoor swimming pool & 

38-degree infinity pool
- Exquisite personal touches 

Everything you need to relax and unwind.
Call Lucy Clegg on 0161 904 5939 or email 
lucy@halecountryclub.co.uk to book.
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STILL LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT 

CHRISTMAS GIFT?


